
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
CASTRO’S REGIME SENT 

SHARKS TO 
UNITED STATE’S BEACHES 

by  
Ed Prida 

    



ANTECEDENTS 

• For the unusual behavior and the increased presence of sharks, not for food 
purpose, not for environmental changes, not for different water temperatures. 

• Know the main target of the Castro’s Regime is to cause damage to United States. 
• Information about the development and research of this device that I obtained for 

diferent reasons and human relations that I had in Cuba between 1961 to 1991. 
• This group also developed other events in the ranch named Las Delicias in 

Ponce,Puerto Rico in 2001-2002 in relation to the Vieques, that the FBI detected 
headed by Especial Agent Fisherman following my information about the Cuban 
Spy Network headed by the Cuban Dr. Alfonso Silva Lee with the mission to 
introduce an outbreak in Vieques and Puerto Rico Island.   

•                                                     CONCLUSION  
• The CARISUB is part of the SpyNET in Miami and they ‘re  in charge to put and  

give mantanaince  this divice  in the bottom of the sea close to the shore. 
• The objetive is create the demoralization and terror in the USA, also  create the 

economic damage with the Tourist Industry.  



CARISUB BORN IN ESPECIAL TROOPS 
Introduction.- Especial Troops is an elite group of Officers and Soldier with a 
high military and physical trainning ready to fullfil any kind of Inteligence 
support mision around the planet by the air, by the sea and by the land, they 
are equivalente to NAVY’s SEAL or GREEN BERET in the US ARMY.  
They have an Sub Acutic Section with diver specialist in explosive, infiltration, 
exfiltration, communication, etc. Also they have multiples tools and 
equipment, some of them designed and manufacturing in Cuba, like a mini 
submarines to introduce agents, weapons or drugs.   
When they were developing some kinds of submarine mines to protect the 
area close to the Castro’s residential area, they started a research in 
coordination with the Oceanology Institute of the Science Academy about the 
behavior of the barracudas and sharks to use their natural conduct to protect a 
specific area avoiding any enemy incursion.  
The result was an equipment that emitts electromagnetic signals which call the 
sharks and converge quiet and together, close to the emision place. 

This electronic device were development in the Bureau of 
Scientific Research under the DAAFAR (Cuba Air Force) around 
1983-84 where I was working like Scientific Researcher in Aviation 
Psychology from 1981 to 1991. 
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CARISUB - Castro's private treasure 

chest  
I'm reading a book titled 'Dead Silence' by Randy Wayne White. It is 
part of a book series by the author which I have enjoyed reading The 
book is fiction but like all fiction it is based in reality. In the story they 
mentioned Carisub which is a Cuban run salvage company that Fidel 

Castro created many years ago to salvage treasure from wrecks 
around Cuba. It must be nice to be a dictator. 

 
Is anyone aware of any material on the company or any of the wrecks 
they salvaged. I would be interested in reading a book on the topic if 

there is one out there. Do you know if any of the items found has 
entered the market place?  

 
There must be a very nice stash somewhere in Cuba. 

 
Thanks 

NJ 
 

Opinion find in the Internet 

  



Where and WHO is CARISUB? 



CARISUB  



CARISUB’s ISSUES   

 
World News Article Published in THE SUNDAY TIMES February 28. 1999  
Divers hunt for 500 golden galleons  
by Derek Baldwin  
Havana 
  IT HAS been described as one of the world's greatest treasure hunts. A team of divers 
plunged into the crystal blue waters of  

the Caribbean last week in a quest for the first of hundreds of Spanish galleons that sank off the 
coast of Cuba three centuries ago or more, laden with gold and silver pillaged from Latin 
America. 
  In an unprecedented deal with President Fidel Castro, a Canadian company, Visa Gold, has 
won the right to excavate coral encrusted shipwreck sites off the northwestern coast of Cuba 
and around the tiny island of Juventud, which lies to the south. 
 
  The venture, which could be the most lucrative in maritime history, is not only expected to 
uncover the world's largest known  
trove of sunken Spanish silver and gold but also looks likely to provide new insights into the 
ancient civilizations of the Aztecs  
and Incas, whose artifacts were seized and transported to Spain in armadas of up to 100 ships. 



CARISUB ON FACEBOOK 



South Carolina Beaches  





Over 100 Sharks Lurking Near Orange Beach Alabama - Double RED Flag 



Florida Atlantic University estimated; 



WOMEN BETWEEN THE SHARKS  



Sharks in West Palm Beach  



Thounsands of Sharks very close to the 
shores 



Thousands of sharks North off Florida's coast March 7,2013 



FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY ESTIMATED 



SOURCES OF INFORMATION  
• http://www.treasurenet.com/forums/general-discussion/262935-carisub-castros-private-

treasure-chest.html (CariSub) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KjZMqA7SyU&ab_channel=TheBrandNewWorld 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFJk-OUzqCE&ab_channel=Animalist 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KuLwxpu7zFo&ab_channel=TheCosmosNews 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzr-NOxPhOM&ab_channel=MIKROFILMCHANNEL 

• http://flcompanydb.com/company/P15000027794/carisub-corp.html 

• Testimony:and Opinion: 

• Dr. Ed Prida   

• Further information upon request contact me. 
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